CASE STUDY: E-STORE TEXT
SEARCH TESTING

About the project
The Client has several localized e-store sites that are changing their
platforms and they need a test for text search in these new sites to ﬁx
some technical problems during online shopping. It will take 3 hours for
each site. In order to see the rest area, it is required to install the VPN on
the web tester’s computer.
CCJK Solution
The Client sent the list of URL addresses for testing the Chinese sites. A
template including Man, woman and kids sheets must be completed on
speciﬁc instructions during perform the test. Below are the instructions
for this job.
(a) The ﬁrst column of the template is including a list of Italian key words
for searching. As the research must be carried out in their localized
language. Therefore those key words need to be translated into Chinese.
(b) The key words including single goods, such us shoes, shirt, dress. In
order to intimate the customer’s searching habits and possible scenario
would happen in online shopping, the tester should try to use some
synonyms and misspelled words for every item.
(c) Advanced search like: item + color + material, item + measurement
should also be tested for every site.
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(d) All search results should be ﬁlled in the Results column, if all goes
well, the tester just mark OK. If we try to search a hat, but the result turn
out to be a dress. In this case, the problem should be brieﬂy recorded in
results column. And in next step, the tester is required to paste full
screenshot of the problem if necessary.
(e) With CCJK One-stop e-store test solution, the client can have the
whole package of worry-free professional test services.
About Client
The client is a leading internet mail order retailer of multiband clothing
and accessories. Founded in 2000, the client has oﬃces and operations in
the United States, Europe, Japan, China and Hong Kong and delivers to
more than 100 countries worldwide.
ABOUT CCJK
Founded in 2000 and born for Internet, CCJK is a highly trusted
professional e-Services company supported by more than 2,000 talented
linguists, engineers, designers and programmers who work as a super
organized team. From language translation, desktop publishing, graphic
design, software localization, website development, SEO, user guide to
corporate eLearning, we provide one stop solution to help client gain
competitive edge. We rely on streamlined and sophisticated process to
ensure fast and quality delivery. By trusting CCJK’s one stop solution, you
need only focus on your core business, win market share and maximize
your proﬁt in simplest and soonest way.
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